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Downtown Has New, Vibrant Association
The Downtown Salem business leaders
striving to form an economic improvement
district (EID) to market the Central
Business District have created by-laws and
incorporated under the name Go Downtown
Salem!
In a series of meetings since receiving
overwhelming approval by business and
property owners in the city’s Downtown
Parking District, the board of 13 has:
* Formed committees to manage
governance, marketing, infrastructure,
finance, membership and communications.
* Created a mission statement and
identified the organization’s priorities.
* Received City Council approval for
$65,000 in funding from the
Downtown
Parking Tax.
* Elected Property Owner Roger Yost,
President; Le Shoe Boutique Owner John
Whitney, Board Chairman, and Attorney
Douglas Vande Griend as Board Secretary.
* Retained Susan Bicknell, former manager
of the Salem Meier & Frank Store, to be
acting executive director.
The Go Downtown! mission statement:
To establish Downtown Salem as the

vibrant arts, entertainment, business and
cultural destination of the Mid-Willamette
Valley through effective private-public
collaboration for the benefit of businesses,
investors, residents and visitors.
Go Downtown! is dedicated to creating a
robust retail environment, a unique brand
image, a property and residential data
base, promoting Downtown residential
development, and being the primary
advocate and voice for Downtown issues.
The board expects to achieve its goals
through an equitable assessment of
Downtown property owners in the EID;
working with city government and allied
organizations to create a safe and clean
environment, an ongoing beautification
program, and a calendar of events that
attract people Downtown during working
and non-working hours.
Board members include Alan Apodaca,
Sue Cobb, John Gallagher, Paul Gehlar,
Kathy Goss, Charles Johnson, Kevin Lafky,
Mark Messmer, Tony Nielsen, Doug Vande
Griend, Dana Vugteveen, John Whitney,
and Roger Yost.
Roger Yost and Suzi Bicknell of the new organization, Go Downtown

Additional comments on page 4

Chemeketa Chooses A Little Cannoli
Expanding
Diane McLaran
By Sara Wiseman

Diane McLaran is the new director of
the Chemeketa Center for Business and
Industry.
McLaran recently was executive vice
president of the Salem Association
of REALTORS and earlier executive
director of the Roseburg Area Chamber of
Commerce. She has a bachelor’s degree
in managerial leadership from Northwest
Christian College. She has been marketing
coordinator for Mercy Medical Center and
co-owner and manager of Riverside Tire
Factory.
Continued on page 
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Tim Goods steams up another foamy
latte and waits patiently for his customers
to choose from a tempting array of freshbaked pastries. “Is it too early for a
cannoli?” a woman swoons, mesmerized
by the chocolate and nut dipped shells
just waiting to be filled with fresh
marscapone.
Tim smiles. “It’s never too early.” In the
background, a jazz trio plays, just part of
Little Cannoli Bistro and Bakery’s jazzy
Diane McLaran

Continued on page 
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Tim Goods of Little Cannoli will offer
lunch items at his expanded space in
the Reed Opera House.

phone: 503.365.9544

TWO SALEM LOCATIONS
SOUTH: 340 Vista Avenue SE
503-363-2460
NORTH: 1860 Hawthorne Avenue NE
503-587-1600
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There’s more to see with RE/MAX
When it’s time to shop for a new home, the place
to go is RE/MAX.

That’s because RE/MAX agents average more
experience and more sales than other agents.

remax.com shows you all the listings in thousands of cities and towns – not just the RE/MAX
listings – so you can find exactly what you want.

Visit remax.com or your nearby RE/MAX office
today.
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Nobody sells more real estate than RE/MAX.
Don Meyer
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Go Downtown!
“Salem’s
new
Go
Downtown!
organization will be dedicated to
creating value – for property owners
and business owners alike,” says its
first president, Roger Yost, owner of the
Reed Opera House and other Downtown
landmarks.
“We have an energized board,” Yost
says. “We’ve identified and prioritized
Downtown’s strengths and needs, and
we’re getting daily input from Downtown
retailers and building owners.
“We’re ready to expand the
beautification
and
streetscape
programs.
“Produce a data base that will allow
us to instantly communicate need-toknow information effecting Downtown
to all business and property owners.
The data base would identify available
retail, office and residential space to
help landlords with their rentals.
“We’ll be advocates on parking and
zoning issues. We’ll join the fight against
graffiti. We’ll promote residential
housing and help attract businesses
that will further strengthen our existing
retail mix.
“We’ll work to create a Downtown
‘brand’ that communicates all of the
reasons why Downtown Salem is the
heart of the cultural, dining, shopping,
entertainment and business experience
of the entire Mid-Willamette Valley.
“But none of this can happen unless
we Downtown property owners create
a newEconomic Improvement District
(EID). We have to agree to a fixed,
equitable annual assessment. Without
such funding, Go Downtown! will
be no more than an organization of
volunteers with magnificent intentions .
. . instead of the professionally managed
Downtown proponent we need.
“A clean, safe, robust Downtown is
essential to the entire health of our City.
It is what we residents and visitors
judge Salem by. Our Downtown can be
a source of pride or shame.
“Our board members have no intention
of letting this organization fail, or
letting Downtown Salem surrender
the momentum it has built in the last
four years. We’ll be calling our fellow
Downtown property owners to discuss
the value Go Downtown! is prepared to
create, and ask for their support.”
The EID being considered by the Go
Downtown! board would be financed
by an assessment on rentable square
footage. In a newly formed EID in Bend,
property owners agreed to be assessed 11
cents per square foot. In McMinnville,
property owners recently approved a
7 cent per square foot assessment on
rentable space.
EIDs have been successfully formed in
more than a dozen other Oregon cities,
and well over 1200 cities throughout
the country.
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Valley CU Grows With the Community
Mission Street businesses were far and few
between for many years. Valley Health &
Postal Employees Credit Union (VHPECU)
located at 2096 Mission Street first bought
their piece of property in 1981 to serve
Medical Health Employees & Postal Workers
in the community. As the Credit Union grew,
we were running out of space so we engaged
in a remodel to the building in 1997 to serve
our members, although we were still faced
with limited parking. In June 2003, property
became available for sale to the east of us
that we purchased to assist with additional
parking. Although undeveloped, we put gravel
down on a portion of the property and our
employees parked there a couple of years, so
members could utilize our 15 parking spaces
at the Credit Union.
In 2005, the City of Salem determined
that we could no longer have our employee’s
park on the gravel lot and we would be
subject to fines if we did not improve the
property to their requirements. In line with
Little Cannoli...Continued from page 

Saturday mornings, where patrons come for
coffee, a bite and live music.
He’s expanded into a lunchtime menu now,
extending into a roomier, adjacent space.
Little Cannoli is one of the many
expanding businesses who are part of the
new renaissance of Downtown. Whereas
just a few years ago, a trip downtown meant
walking past boarded up buildings, empty
storefronts and gigantic For Lease signs,
today’s Downtown is tilting full steam into
a new vibrancy.
“There’s no question that Downtown has
moved forward from where it was a few years
ago,” says Roger Yost, owner of the Reed
Opera House and several other properties.
“What’s also certain is that it will continue
to move onward. It’s not even a question of
having the vision to see what could be– it is
watching what is happening right in front of
our eyes. “
As a literal cornerstone of the Downtown
core, the Reed Opera House is at the forefront
of those changing the face of downtown.
“It’s a microcosm of what’s going on in the
city,” says Yost.
Other developers are moving forward:
Scott McKinney came in with his plan to
create live-work spaces on Liberty, with
the Bishop, Metropolitan and Anderson
buildings. Salmon Run, a green building
Downtown, is another success story. The
Conference Center and Phoenix Grand
Hotel have also opened to success and
fanfare. The Boise Cascade property sale
seems imminent.
At the Reed Opera House, home to 54
businesses, change is evident.
La Perla Lapatia Restaurante Y Taqueria
has just opened, with quite possibly the
city’s best-value salad bar at $2.99. The
restaurant serves authentic Mexican cuisine
on the mezzanine level. The Sport Stop
Bar & Grill, on the street level, has recently
installed a dance floor with plans to bring
more nightlife to the city.
Expansion is happening elsewhere in the
Reed, too.

our philosophy “people helping people” the
Management & Directors of VHPECU saw this
as an opportunity to develop our adjoining
property not only for our parking needs but as
a future building that possibly could be used
by other professionals in the community.
The project began with plans of a 5,000
square foot building, and turned into 20,500
square feet known as the “Valley Professional
Center” which included covered parking of
9,683 square feet, and additional surface
“People who haven’t come Downtown for a
while are going to be surprised,” said Yost.
Shoppers who once bemoaned the dearth
of specialty boutiques can browse to their
heart’s content at the new French Unicorn –
their gift store is in the Reed Opera House,
across the street is their home store.
Also on the street level, Florabundance is
a long-time favorite for unique items, as is
Fine Things for extraordinary home decor.
The Herb Lady Shoppe is well known,
and Amish Workbench Furniture attracts
tourists and residences alike.
“The Reed is designed for foot traffic, which
some said Salem couldn’t sustain,” says Yost.
“But a trip to Portland’s Pearl District in the
year or so before it boomed might have had
folks saying the same thing.”
Restaurants abound at the Reed: the
Macedonia Greek Restaurant has been
a mainstay, and Venti’s Cafe is a hub of
customers happily noshing teriyaki bowls,
with people lining up outside the door or
sitting outside at the café tables.
Downstairs, folks find surprises: Kilt and
Thistle Scottish Shoppe, Beads A Million,
Slab Handcrafted Soaps and the Crystal
Mirror have loyal followers.
Midlevel, the community takes over: Salem
Multicultural Institute and World Beat
Festival are active with displays, outreach
and education. Peppered throughout the
building is a professional mix that includes
a photo studio, attorneys, an artist and tarot
reader, insurance, counselors, massage
therapists, marketing, publishing… it’s all
there.
And on the third floor, there’s the newly
restored Trinity Ballroom, a 5000 square
foot chandeliered crown jewel that is the
site of some 50 wedding receptions, bar
mitzvahs, proms, and celebrations every
year.
“Downtown is moving,” says Yost. “With
the formation of the new Go Downtown!
Organization, and plans to work in tandem
with the city, we have reached a state of
positive momentum. What’s ahead is going
to be positive for everyone.”

parking of 85 spaces. The second and third
floor totaled 20,500 square feet of useable
office space. Working with our architect
designer Leonard Lodder with Studio 3
Architecture, Inc., and the contractors of LCG
PENCE Construction, LLC we discovered
our investment with the development of the
property would be an excellent addition to
the community and added enhancement and
compliment to the current businesses along
Mission Street.
The building constructed by LCG PENCE
Construction, LLC used a combination of steel,
ceramic tile, and stone. The main entrance
has a covered drop off area with access from
Mission Street and from the 22nd street side.
The attractive building itself and the well
designed landscape has added a tremendous
benefit to the beautification along Mission
Street. The building is conveniently located one
mile west from I’5 corridor and one mile east of
the Salem Downtown area for easy access.
As the building project neared completion
in the late winter of 2006, VHPECU had an
opportunity to develop property adjacent to
the west of the credit union, which since has
Continued on page 
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Local Professional Earns
Designation
Rick Maurmann, with Coldwell Banker
Mountain West Real Estate inc., has recently
been awarded the designation of Accredited
Staging Professional™ (ASP™)
Rick
Maurmann
has
successfully
completed a detailed course and passed
a thorough examination on preparing
homes for sale. Homes that are Staged, or
prepared for sale, by an Accredited Staging
Professional™ look better than other homes
on the market by being clean, clutter-free,

and ready to show to prospective buyers.
Staged homes traditionally sell faster and/
or for more money in today’s real estate
market.
The ASP™ designation is a benchmark of
true excellence in customer service for home
sellers. Rick is dedicated to the principles
and practices of Staging and the many
benefits this service will bring to his clients.
Rick can be reached on the internet at www.
rickmaurmann.com

Stefani Photography Changes
Name, Expands Services
Stefani Design and Photography, Inc
(formerly Stefani Photography, Inc) is
pleased to announce that their services
have expanded to include graphic design,
branding, and illustration.
Owned by Richard and Christina Stefani,
Stefani Design and Photography specializes
in design, illustration, logos and identity
packages, on-location portraiture, and fine
art.
“We had a “soft” opening in midFebruary, and the response has just been
fantastic,” Christina Stefani said. “We are
really finding that companies of all sizes
are benefiting from our approach to design
and illustration. Our main focus is highquality, timeless work that tells the story of
each individual business, without all of the
fuss and added costs associated with larger
firms.”
Stefani Photography, Inc has been the
premier portrait studio in the Salem,
Oregon region since 1967. The name

Christina and Richard Stefani

Stefani is synonymous with high-quality,
contemporary and timeless photography.
In 2005 they ceased doing formal in-studio
portraits, instead concentrating on more
innovative on-location photography. In
2007 they expanded to offer graphic design,
branding, and illustration.
Contact Christina Stefani, Stefani Design
and Photography, Inc. Phone: 503.378.063
or christina_stefani@stefaniphotography.
com; www.stefaniphotography.com

Sexton to Chair National
Membership Development
Board
Kyle Sexton, director of member services
for the Salem Area Chamber of Commerce,
has been elected to serve a three-year term
on the American Chamber of Commerce
Executives’ board of directors. His industry
service began in 2004 on the Membership
Development Division Advisory Board,
which he will chair in 2008-09.
“This is an exciting time to be working
for small businesses,” stated Sexton. “The
Salem Chamber is viewed as a pace-setter
by other chambers of commerce in North
America.”
Sexton is just one of the  Chamber’s 12
professional staff in Salem working to
promote businesses and strengthen the
local economy.
Sexton recently returned from ACCE’s

national convention in Sacramento where
he played several roles. More than 1200
chamber executives, staff, vendors and
guests attended the annual professional
development
meeting.
Sexton
was
frequently on stage as co-emcee, leader
of several membership development classes,
and even gave a musical performance.
He also received a Lifetime Achievement
Award through ACCE’s Circle of Champions
sales recognition program.
His stay in Sacramento was extended
to included two days of instructing at the
Western Association of Chamber Executives
Academy program. In his first year as
Academy Faculty, Sexton was the toprated speaker for the industry accreditation
program.
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It’s Easy Being Green, The N.W. Modern
from ideabox
There’s a brand new green and sustainable
living concept on the market, invented right
here in Oregon. It’s called The North West
Modern™ from ideabox and the man who
created this home Jim Russell, was also the
brains behind the e-rated appliances, the
predecessor to the Department of Energy’s
ENERGY STAR program.
ideabox is sustainable and green in both
building materials and construction. This
green, energy efficient pre-fab home is
wrapped up in a cool, modern design that
is actually affordable—homes start at
$74,500.
The Oregon Department of Energy knows
this energy efficient lifestyle product is a hot
development, so they invited Jim Russell
to display the next generation “green” NW
Modern modular home at their “Fair within
a Fair” at the 2007 Oregon State Fair.
“ideabox is the latest example of renewable
and sustainable construction and energy
efficiency,” says Sven Anderson, Renewable
Energy Manager for the Oregon Department
of Energy.
Russell, a designer and an entrepreneur
applied his background in architecture,
energy and resource efficiency experience
when creating the attractive, stylish living
options for the environmentally responsible
consumer. Russell’s modern resort cabin
is cool and sleek. It’s small and green and
living large in 400 sq. feet of luxury.
The house may be small, but the concept
is huge.
What’s so cool about ideabox? It’s big
time small living. The Northwest Modern™
ideabox is a 400 sq. foot modern luxury
cabin that’s been dubbed the new “hip and
green” lifestyle option. Using sustainable,
energy efficient products, Russell created a
clever high-end pre-fabricated home. We’re
talking intelligent design. Environmentallyfriendly products and construction. Wireless
technologies. Designed with the idea that
you can live large in a small space, ideabox
attracts the posh consumer.
Less is more, literally, in an ideabox.
How is it environmentally friendly?
*Wireless technology because power lines
are SO last year
*Standing seam metal roofing—sustainable
and fire retardant
*Fiber-cement siding for low maintenance
*Galvalume corrugated metal siding for an
industrial look & efficient construction
*Bamboo flooring because it’s sleek and
renewable
*Energy Star appliances and lighting for
the best in energy efficiency
*Marmoleum countertops, made from
renewable resources
*Fully insulated walls for maximum energy
efficiency
*Energy-efficient ENERGY STAR labeled
windows to regulate temperature
*Less than 2% construction waste because
materials are ordered to size
*Low volatile organic compound paints
for better, healthier indoor air
*Duo-flush toilets for water efficiency

September 2007
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been an addition of landscape and parking to
accommodate up to 50 people while doing
business at the credit union. Knowing there
was no longer a need for the parking and
building project of the Valley Professional
Center they moved forward to list the building
and property for sale. They enlisted Earl Kirk
& Cece Mosher with RE/MAX Equity Group
to finding a suitable neighbor to invest in the
properties.
Oregon Association of Realtors was one of
several companies who showed interested in
the Professional Center. After reviewing several
properties to relocate their organization, they
choose the Professional Center in April/May
2007.

McLaran...Continued from page 

Above: Exterior of the ideabox; Lower left: Kitchen; Lower right: ideabox at dusk.
All photos by Ron Cooper.

*Day lighting; windows in all exterior walls
and interior re-lite strategies
*Tankless hot water heat to reduce
electricity use
ideabox lifestyle options. ideabox could
serve as a vacation getaway in the woods, a
second home in a backyard or even a resort
destination in Central Oregon or the Coast.
You could use the ideabox as an artist’s
studio, a home office complete with wireless
technology, or a residence for a mother-inlaw!
The man behind ideabox. When working
for the Oregon Dept. of Energy (ODOE),
Russell created one of the first efficient
appliances program in the country. Called
the e-rated appliances, it evolved to what is
now known by consumers as DOE’s “Energy
Star” program. Working with a USDOE
contractor, Mr. Russell helped introduce
the Energy Star program to national
manufacturers, retailers, and large utilities.
Russell earned a professional master of
architecture degree from the University
of Colorado at Denver. He worked with a
high-end design firm in Vail, Colorado, on
large scale resort homes and then with the
ODOE on an energy efficiency program
for manufactured housing. With his skills
in architecture and energy & resource
efficiency, Russell naturally became the
mastermind behind ideabox.
You won’t believe it until you see it! An
ideabox is on display at 1968 Commercial
St. N.E. in Salem. You can tour the home
in-person, or take a look online at www.
ideabox.us.

Chemeketa Community College has
announced plans to build the center at
Union and High streets NE in downtown
Salem. The center is the successor of the
Training and Economic Development
Center, and it includes the Small Business
Development Center, Small Business
Management Program and Customized
Workforce Training programs.
“I am looking forward to working in
partnership with the business community
to prepare people for work in existing and
emerging industries in the region, and to
provide a location where economic and
workforce development providers can come
together,” McLaran said.

September 2007
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Food, Events, Arts – It’s All Downtown
By the time you read this article, we will
have had the groundbreaking for the new
Salvation Army Kroc Community Center
on Aug. 29th. This project has taken three
years to reach this point, and involved
over 800 community members to take it
through all of the necessary steps, including
the local swim community who stepped
up for a major fund raising effort. The
Mid-Willamette Valley Mayors Coalition
was also instrumental in providing unified
support on the original application that
demonstrated regional need that resulted in
Salem as the only Kroc Center in Oregon or
Washington.
The Kroc Center will provide a state-ofthe-art warm water aquatic facility with lazy
river, slides, etc. plus a 10 lane competitive
pool for local high schools, water polo
teams, and swimming lessons. There will
be arts and crafts, gymnasium activities,
classrooms, an outdoor amphitheater, and
an indoor performance area plus many
more activities. All will be located on nearly
11 acres off North Portland Road on Bill
Frey Drive.
However, I want to take a moment to
specifically mention my fellow Executive
Committee members who met on a regular
basis to keep the process on track, solve a
never ending list of challenges, and directed
the community fund raising process.
Our leader was Gerry Frank, a man who
could spend his time just having fun,
but for Gerry - making things happen is
fun!!!! He reached out to all of his longterm relationships throughout the nation,

The Mayor’s View Janet Taylor
fearlessly asked individuals and foundations
for contributions, and was a major liason
with the Salvation Army in addition to
making a major contribution of his own
dollars. Thank you Gerry for caring so
deeply for Salem.
The project manager, Randy Curtis, lived
this effort all day, every day. His knowledge
of construction and government, and
his strong outreach to the community
served us well, and he deserves major
acknowledgement for his efforts. Early
on in the process, Randy represented the
YMCA Board, who graciously put their own
expansion plans on hold to support this
once in a lifetime opportunity.
Major Jerry Ames and his wife, Major
Donna Ames, came to Salem just over a year
ago when we were deep into this project.
They came from Phoenix, Arizona where
their leadership also resulted in a Kroc
Center grant. They had a learning curve on
the Salem community, needed to continue
the work of the Salvation Army in helping
families in need in our area, plus understand
the local approach to the new center. They
have been outstanding leaders in bringing
us to this point, and have our appreciation
for their hard work.
We all know how capable both Dick
Withnell and Kathy Goss are in taking on
tough issues, and trust me, raising $8 million
dollars for the community contribution to the
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Center was a daunting task. Although there
are still several requests in to foundations
and individuals, Dick and Kathy were the
drivers for the public requests and they did
a marvelous job.
And, of course, the leadership of Mike
McLaran, Executive Director of the Salem
Area Chamber of Commerce, was crucial
to this entire effort. Mike is practical,
knowledgeable about support from the
business world, and tireless in how much
time and attention he gave to the committee.
Special thanks to Mike for leading the
process to ensure that the programs offered
when the center is opened will be self
sustaining from the endowment fund.
Our City Manger, Bob Wells, was
instrumental in resolving the challenges

that arose with the sale of city property to
the Salvation Army, the dollars to build an
adjacent nature park in the future, and the
fabulous idea to offer shuttle service to the
Kroc Center from schools, churches, and
community centers throughout the region.
He demonstrated the committment Salem
City Government has to the quality of life in
our area.
Continued on page 18

Back to school isn’t just for kids.
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Oregon’s Credit Rating Upgraded
One of the top priorities of my second term
as State Treasurer has come to fruition. Just
a few weeks ago Moody’s Investor Service
upgraded $4.3 billion in Oregon’s general
obligation bonds to Aa2. The State’s credit
rating had dropped to Aa3 during the 200103 recession. We all remember the budget
crunch that followed.
In July after the close of the legislative
session, I traveled to Wall Street to make
the case to the national rating agencies that
Oregon deserves a higher credit rating. I was
optimistic because the Oregon Legislature
had voted to keep the corporate kicker and
put it in a new reserve fund. I also knew the
credit rating agencies were pleased with
the hard won changes in the State Public
Employee’s Retirement Fund.
Moody’s Investor Service cited several
reasons for the upward rating, including:
* Steady improvement in financial
performance.
* Rainy Day Fund established with initial

Oregon State Treasurer: Randall Edwards
deposit of $319 million, from temporary
suspension of the corporate kicker.
* Favorable funding ratios in the State’s
retirement system following reforms and
pension obligation bond issuance.
This rating is a statement about the strong
fiscal health of Oregon and will save the
State tens of millions of dollars over the
years to come through lower interest rates
on state issued bonds. Oregon is in a much
stronger financial position now than it was
before the last recession. We’ve learned
from our mistakes, and today we have not
one but two reserve funds to help us when
the next rainy day hits our economy.
In addition to the general obligation bond
rating upgrade, Moody’s also upgraded
$1.4 billion of the State’s Certificates of
Participation and other appropriation

www.salemhonda.com

Salem Honda/BMW/Ducati
1515 13th Street SE in Salem
(503) 364-6784

credits from A1 to Aa3 and $2.4 billion in
local school district bonds from Aa3 to Aa2
that are insured by the State through the
Oregon School Bond Guaranty Program.
The report from Moody’s does include
words of caution: Oregon’s “unusually high
reliance on economically sensitive personal
income taxes creates increased potential for
financial volatility.” It also says Oregon’s
2% income tax kicker adds budgetary
challenges, including cash flow pressures.
Moody’s considers the State’s voter initiative
system to be a credit negative given that

past initiatives “have placed constraints on
financial operations.”
Nevertheless Oregonians should be
pleased with the progress towards shoring
up our state’s financial condition. Special
thanks are in order to Governor Kulongoski,
the Oregon Legislature and managers of
the Oregon Public Employees Retirement
Fund.

Miss America 2002 Comes
to Salem for Pre-Riverfest
Luncheon
Former Miss America, professional singer,
women’s heath advocate, wife and mother,
Katie Harman, will celebrate inner beauty at
the Salem RiverFest Women’s Luncheon at
the Salem Conference Center on September
19. The luncheon is part of the series of
events leading up to the two-day festival
at the Salem Riverfront on Sat. Sept. 22
and Sunday Sept. 23. Riverfest will unite
hundreds of businesses, organizations,
churches, and individuals throughout
the mid-valley to bring nationally known
musical artists, a timeless message of hope
for all, as well as skateboard, BMX, and
motocross demonstrations, and activities
for every family member.
Harman is a native Oregonian, hailing
from Gresham. She will bring inspiration,
accomplishment, and a strong sense of faith
with her to Salem as her sights are set on
enriching lives through service and song.
Her efforts as an advocate and a performer
reflect a tremendous sense of hope in the
human spirit and reaffirm the power of a
passionate voice.
Named Miss America 2002 just days after
tragedy rocked the nation on September 11,
2001, Harman encountered both a heart
wrenching and heartwarming firsthand
look at the nation in its rise from the ashes.
She chose to serve as an ambassador of
hope—aiming the Miss America spotlight
at those touched by breast cancer, in
addition to those serving the nation in the
wake of terrorism. Crossing the nation at
an astounding pace of 20,000 miles each
month, Harman connected with countless
numbers of individuals—rescue workers
at Ground Zero and the Pentagon, the
President and First Lady, military officials,
medical professionals, healthcare advocacy
groups, legislators, patients, cancer
survivors, executives, students and media
entities.
Today, she remains a strong and effective

voice for those touched by breast cancer,
continuing to tour nationally communicating
the importance of comprehensive cancer
care with a focus on quality of life, as well as
strategies for active community involvement
and mobilization. She also serves on the
Board of Directors of the Y-Me National
Breast Cancer Organization, and represents
TranScan Medical Inc., in an effort to bring
attention to new screening modalities for
women. In addition, Harman is the national
spokesperson for the Touched by Cancer
Foundation.
Katie Harman knows all too well the
power of the public’s perception of beauty.
In her enriching and touching presentation,
True Beauty: The Complete Picture, she
strives to encourage women of all ages to
find what truly makes them most beautiful.
She illuminates the mystifying elements
of outer-beauty and brings truth to clichés
about inner-beauty with key biblical
insight, educational findings and personal
experiences.
I am so excited to have Katie Harmon
for several reasons. I think that Katie has
a message for all women of ALL ages, says
coordinator for the women’s luncheon,
Kristy Tindle. “Katie Harmon has been
a role model and example that is one that
many admire. Having been Miss America
and traveled the world she has an expanded
outlook on life and her relationship to God.
I think all who experience this time with
Katie will relate to a fresh and new outlook
on their spiritual life and be challenged to
new growth as well.”
The doors open at 11:30 a.m. with lunch
starting promptly at 12:00 p.m. The event
is open to women and tickets are $15 and
should be purchased in advance. They are
available online at www.salemriverfest.
com, at Bible Bookhouse at 1870 Lana AV,
Rainbow West at 1122 Lancaster AV or by
calling 503-581-7394.
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Where fine dining meets the fine arts

Ristorante & Galleria
ʻAMELIEʼ

Alessandro’s to Feature the
Art of Taras Loboda
Alessandro’s Ristorante and Galleria
will feature an exhibit of oil paintings by
internationally acclaimed artist Taras
Loboda during the month of September.
Whether he is painting brooding beauties
or phantom landscapes, Loboda has a way
of using color that seduces the senses.
The 46-year-old son of a famous artist,
I.I. Loboda, Taras is one of three Ukrainian
artists in the Alessandro galleries who draw

Presenting
original oils

The artist Taras Loboda

their inspiration from the exciting world
that has emerged in Prague, The Czech
Republic’s “City of Spires.”
The others: Andrej Chernysh and
Volodymir Fechyk. Chernysh continues to
live in the Ukraine, but Loboda and Fechyk
moved permanently to Prague in 1993, and
have become major leaders in the Czech
cultural community.
Loboda’s women, with sad eyes and
exaggerated Angelina Jolie lips, are
usually adorned with vivid scarves, hats or
floral concoctions, and command a long,
intriguing examination.
“His ‘lakescapes,’ with reflections of wild,
colorful vegetation and flowers, suggest an
enchanting radiance that may be at the end
of an elusive rainbow,” says Galleria Owner
Roger Yost, who discovered Loboda’s work
while traveling through Eastern Europe.
Loboda, born in Ivano-Frankovsk,
Ukraine, is a classically trained graduate of
the Institute of Art in Kiev who has found
his place in the European post-modernist
art space and consistently defends it.
His original oils, shown exclusively in
the Northwest at Alessandro’s, are priced
between $3,000 and $6,000.
Alessandro’s is located at 120 Commercial
Street NE. Weekday Galleria hours are
11 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Saturday hours are 5 p.m. to 10 p.m. Galleria
telephone number is 503-370-9951.

on canvas by
internationally
acclaimed artist
ʻAUTUMN SUNRISEʼ

Taras Loboda
of the Czech Republic

Reed Opera House Presents...
The Little Cannoli Bakery and Bistro in the Reed Underground Presents;
1-3pm Cannoli’s and Poetry!
Enjoy cobblestone pies, macaroons
and open mike poetry readings!
Win a 5’7 portrait from Cynthia Owens Photography.
ʻLADY IN REDʼ

ʻLADY IN BLUEʼ

120 Commercial St. NE • Salem, OR 97301
(503) 370-9951 • lunch M-F 11-2 dinner M-Sat from 5

Herb Lady Shoppe 2-3pm
Alice in Wonderland themed Children’s Nutrition Party.
Mad Hatter tea, storytelling, door prizes, Nutritional Guidance.
12-2pm Free Chair massage by Rosemary of Healing Touch Massage.
with $5.00 purchase or more at the Herb Lady Shoppe.
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Back to School with Oregon Agriculture
Much to the dismay of school age kids,
but much to the relief of many parents,
summer vacation is over. It is time for
students to crack the books again and carry
out the weekday routine of going to school.
In a sense, Oregon agriculture is hoping
to get into a routine of going to school as
well.
One of the more popular issues during the
recent legislative session was the so called
farm-to-school legislation, which aimed to
bring together locally grown and processed
foods with kids who receive meals at schools
throughout the state. Most everyone
agreed the concept is worthy. But as is the
case with many well intentioned efforts,
a lack of funding has kept farm-to-school
from being all that it can be. Lawmakers
did, however, authorize the creation of a
position within the Oregon Department of
Agriculture that is dedicated to working on
the farm-to-school program.
ODA is getting close to filling the position.
This person will work with advocacy
groups– most notably the Ecotrust Food
and Farms Program– along with Oregon’s
school districts that are interested in
getting good, nutritious local foods into the
mouths of kids who eat lunch or breakfast
at school. There is great opportunity.

Oregon Agriculture: Katy Coba, Director, Oregon Department of Agriculture
Using this new ODA position to work with
the partners and identify actions that can
be taken immediately will get Oregon
agriculture one step closer to providing
the kinds of nutritious foods that so many
people want in schools these days. Of
course, should additional funding become
available– perhaps from the federal
government– we want to make sure our
new position can help focus the money
where it will do the most good.
There are definite barriers we hope are
eliminated in the months and years ahead.
Schools receiving federal funds for lunch
programs are not allowed to specifically
purchase Oregon products. In future
legislative sessions, I am hoping that state
funds will be dedicated for the purchase
of local-grown foods by Oregon school
districts. That was the ultimate goal of
proposed legislation this past session. By
the time lawmakers meet again and can
discuss the issue, I believe advocates of
farm-to-school will have made significant
progress on demonstrating the benefits of

such a program. I think it will be an offer
too good for the legislature to refuse.
Meanwhile, there is nothing to stop
Oregon food processors and the school
districts themselves from currently
exploring options. ODA held a one-day
workshop earlier this year at the Food
Innovation Center in Portland that
brought together 24 food processors
and representatives of six Oregon school
districts responsible for 25 percent of the
state’s school food budget. Participants
came away with ideas on specific food
products that could provide a healthy
diet for kids– products ranging from fruit
juices to whole wheat baked goods that
young people would actually enjoy. Over
this school year, I would not be surprised
to see many of these food products in the
cafeterias and on the school lunch trays of
many Oregon schools.
This summer, Willamette Valley residents
literally have had a taste of what local
producers can provide to schools. The
same fresh, nutritious food items found in

one of many farmers’ markets can also be
made available, in some form, to Oregon
school students.
Getting Oregon products into Oregon
schools absolutely fits with the buy local
trend we see throughout the state and
the country. The ultimate goal is to get
healthy, nutritious local food as part of the
47 million school lunches and 22 million
school breakfasts served in Oregon each
year. Supporting Oregon farmers and food
processors is a key benefit of achieving
such a goal. We are fortunate to have a vast
array of local fruit and vegetable growers
and processors, dairies, and bakeries in
Oregon that produce top quality products
needed by the schools. Combined, all these
efforts are beginning to gather momentum
and will result in better foods for school kids
and a new market for Oregon producers
and processors.
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County Commissioners Concerned About Safety
What’s the old adage, “Don’t talk about
religion or politics, if you want to stay
friends”?
Unfortunately, the problem is we don’t
talk about politics, deeply held beliefs,
values, ethics and principles enough.
Otherwise, we’d be solving some of the
most challenging political issues in front
of us.
Right now in Oregon we have a
crime problem that people are afraid
to discuss: Crimes committed by
illegal aliens. We all have friends (or
even family members as I do) who are
Hispanic, Russian, Asian, Cuban or
some other nationality and the last thing
anyone wants to do is offend our friends
or family. Not everyone who lives in the
United States or Oregon is an American
citizen. Citizens of other countries
choose not to become Americans for a
variety of reasons.
This discussion is not about law-abiding

Marion County Commissioner: Patti Milne
citizens or about foreign nationals here
on visas or green cards, or student visas,
or exchange students. The discussion
is about protecting our citizens from
crimes committed by people who are in
American illegally. Heinous crimes such
as the recent murder of the 15-year old
girl in Milwaukie, auto-related deaths
on our highways, and repeated drug-use
related crimes exacerbate the problem.
It is time to do something about it.
Marion County Commissioners will
be appointing a new sheriff in the
next few weeks and local public safety
advocates believe the new sheriff has a
responsibility to take a stand on criminal
aliens. They believe local police agencies
can and should do more to work with

the federal government to remove these
criminals from our community and they
want Marion County Commissioners
to make this one of the criteria as we
appoint a new sheriff.
I agree. Public safety is government’s
primary responsibility. Anything we can
do to better protect our citizens from
criminal activity, should be done.
Citizens are asking that Marion County
cooperate with the federal government
and participate in what is known as the
287(g) program. However, we’ve been
advised that Oregon state law prohibits
us from participating in this federal
program! In order to find out how
we can participate in 287(g), we have
begun discussions, research and debate,

all of which have resulted in stacks of
background materials and conflicting
viewpoints.
It’s all very frustrating to be told that
our state law conflicts with federal law,
prohibiting us from utilizing effective
tools to provide improved public safety.
And, it’s confusing when I think of
the oath of office I took as an elected
official. The oath all elected officials
take, including the sheriff. We swear to
support the constitution and the laws
thereof of both The United States of
America and the State of Oregon.
So, you can see the dilemma we face!
There is agreement that Marion County
can and should step up to do more to
protect our communities from criminal
activity, but we find ourselves in the
midst of a legal quagmire!!
The 287(g) program is in effect in
California, Arizona, North Carolina,
Florida, Georgia, Tennessee and
Alabama. More than 60 municipal,
county, and state agencies nationwide
have requested 287(g) Memorandums
of Agreement and more than 400 local
and state officers have been trained
under the program, according to the
Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) website. The program crossdesignates local officers to enforce
immigration law. ICE provides the
necessary training, and supervises
all
the
cross-designated
officers
when exercising their immigration
authorities.
In addition to removing criminal
aliens from our communities before
they
commit
additional
crimes,
communities are embracing 287(g) as
saving taxpayers substantial money.
Removing criminal illegal aliens from
our jail allows local law enforcement to
better use scarce jail beds.
Marion County citizens have brought
this issue to our attention and they’ve
requested our help in fighting crime; just
as community members brought to us
the problems associated with meth and
requested our help in that fight. Working
together we have made a positive impact
against meth in our neighborhoods.
We’ve reduced the number of meth
labs throughout Marion County, we’ve
targeted property crimes related to meth
use, we’ve rescued hundreds of children
from meth-infested households, and
we raised awareness about ID theft.
Now it’s time to do what we need to do
to reduce crimes committed by illegal
aliens.
Patti Milne, Marion County Commissioner,
503.589.3268
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The Millionaire Real Estate Investor
Learn how everyday folks are making millions from real estate investing according
to the New York Times bestseller “The
Millionaire Real Estate Investor”
Part two of a three-part series

In part one of this series, we introduced the
founding principles and explored the first
of four stages in the process to becoming a
Millionaire Real Estate Investor, according
to Gary Keller’s book, The Millionaire Real
Estate Investor. Keller, the self-made multimillionaire founder of Keller Williams
Realty International, interviewed more
than 100 people who have amassed over
$1 million worth of real estate outside of
their own personal residences, and based
his book on his findings on their common
experiences.
In last month’s issue, we covered the
three key focus points of terms, criteria
and network, as well as the importance
of modeling, which is the act of following
methods that have been proven to produce
desirable and repeatable results. We also
explored the first stage of the path to
becoming a Millionaire Real Estate Investor,
which is to think like a millionaire. While
last month’s article focused on the “art” of
becoming a Millionaire Real Estate Investor,
this month we focus on the “science” of
becoming a Millionaire Real Estate Investor
with the second stage of the process.
Stage #2: Buy Like a Millionaire
According to Keller’s sources, the formula
for acquiring a million dollar real estate
investment portfolio can be broken down
into five separate models: the Net Worth
Model, the Financial Model, the Networking
Model, the Lead Generation Model, and the
Acquisition Model. Each model provides
a time- and frequency-tested method that
numerous successful investors have used to
build their profitable real estate investment
portfolios. Following these methods enables
you to not only learn from the mistakes of
others, but also build on the successes of
those who have gone before you.
The Net Worth Model
The first action step of Keller’s four-stage
program starts with employing the net
worth model, which involves learning the
path of money, managing your personal
budget, and tracking your personal net
worth. Although these actions may not seem
like part of a buying strategy, Millionaire
Real Estate Investors repeatedly return to
these foundational steps to guide them in
making appropriate choices that maximize
their returns.
Learning the path of money means
understanding the way that money flows
in and out of your life. All money comes
from a source, like earned income and
investment income. Our choices make the
flow of money stronger or weaker. Once cash
comes into our possession, we can spend it,
save it, donate it, or invest it. Most people
get knocked out of the game at this stage
because they spend, save and donate, but
don’t invest. When this happens, the flow of
money ends. For those who invest, the flow
of money is at its beginning, for others it is

Mortgage Views: David Chandler
at its end. Understanding the way you affect
the path of money in your life is critical to
investing.
If you want to become a Millionaire Real
Estate Investor, you’ll have to manage
your personal budget. Learn the difference
between required spending and discretionary
spending. Millionaire real estate investors
see investment spending as required
spending. Start by tracking your monthly
expenditures to gain clarity on where your
money is going. Then create a spending plan
that places investing before discretionary
spending. Next, start tracking your personal
net worth. Create an investment profit and
loss statement, develop a balance sheet that
measures your assets against your liabilities
and review your finances using these tools
on a quarterly, or preferably, on a monthly
or weekly basis. Use the net worth model to
keep yourself continually apprised of your
financial condition. Your reports will tell you
how your decisions impact your net worth,
and therefore which strategies are the most
optimal for achieving your financial goals.
The Financial Model
After employing the Net Worth Model,
you should use the Financial Model to
understand how investors make money in
real estate. Basically, there are only two ways
to make money as a real estate investor:
through equity buildup and through cash
flow growth. Equity buildup increases your
net worth in your real estate assets, while
cash flow growth provides an unearned
stream of income. Of course, these two
principles are not mutually exclusive and
can occur simultaneously, which is the
beauty of real estate investing.
Investors achieve equity buildup when
properties appreciate, and/or when debts
against the property decline. Cash flow
growth, which is a critical aspect to growing
your net worth, occurs when rental income
from the property exceeds the costs incurred.
Millionaire real estate investors understand
these two fundamental principles very
well, as they are critical to an investor’s
active decision in choosing an acquisition
strategy.
The Network Model
Before you can start building your real
estate investment portfolio, you’ll need to
start building a strong network that can guide
and support your efforts. Your network will
provide everything from mentorship and
instruction, to leads and labor. Millionaire
real estate investors surround themselves
with great people that help them to duplicate
their successes and further their endeavors.
There are several layers to a strong network.
The inner circle is comprised of people like
mentors, partners and consultants. The
next circle encompasses fiduciaries like
real estate agents, lenders, attorneys and
property managers, and the outer circle
includes service providers like appraisers,
plumbers and insurance agents.

Acquiring the right properties is highly
dependent on the people you’ve chosen to
have around you. Your network is of critical
importance to your success. If you want to be
successful, you’ll need a successful network.
Once you begin to establish your network,
proactively manage those relationships
with phone calls, visits and mailings. Stay
active as an investor, be honorable in your
business dealings and make sure that you
refer back into your network circles.
The Lead Generation Model
Now that you’ve begun to establish your
network, you may be wondering how to find
great properties. The best way is through
your network. By using the Lead Generation
Model, you will reach out into your
network to increase your number of leads.
Millionaire real estate investors create two
sets of criteria to evaluate and define what
they’re looking for. One set defines what
they’ll consider and the other defines what
they’ll buy. The most important criteria
are location, type and economic condition,
but investors also consider construction,
features and amenities. Your criteria will
function as your All Properties Bulletin or
APB, and will help people understand what
you’re looking for.
You should tell everyone you know that
you’re looking for investments. In addition
to the obvious channels like real estate
agents, you should target individuals like
property owners, builders, landlords, loan
officers, HUD officials and courthouse
clerks. Seek out these people by calling them
on the phone, attending community events,
researching the Internet and multiple listing
services, emailing, and sending direct mail
advertising. When you begin getting leads,
stay level headed and stick to your criteria.
Don’t become dissuaded by the process of
the search. It’s better to miss a good deal
than to buy a bad one. When you can, be
the first or last person to make an offer. Stay
systematic and organized, and remember
that it’s a numbers game.
The Acquisition Model
The key to the acquisition model is to make
your money going in, and do so only when
the deal offers a built-in margin of safety
and ensures you a profit by the time you’ve
closed escrow. There are two fundamental
acquisition strategies for making money
on a transaction: buy for cash, or buy for
cash flow and equity buildup. Each of these
acquisition strategies offers several options
for execution, but the two most profitable
are the “buy and sell” and “buy and hold”
methods.
With the “buy and sell” method, investors
who are looking for cash can turn a fast
net profit by quickly buying and selling
properties. The “buy and hold” method
is a long-term strategy that utilizes both
equity buildup and cash flow growth,
offering investors a true financial wealthbuilding option. Both of these options offer

the investor the option of improving the
property for an additional profit. In order
to be successful in any investment strategy,
Millionaire Real Estate Investors know
that they must evaluate each opportunity
carefully, they must understand the
details of each transaction, and follow the
guidelines set forth by pre-constructed data
worksheets. Earning money and turning
a profit in real estate investments requires
investors to be vigilant in the evaluation
process. In his book, Keller provides
several worksheets that outline the details
that should be carefully and meticulously
evaluated in each potential transaction.
By standing firm on each of the criteria for
each deal, you’ll be more likely to provide
yourself with the margin of safety that will
ensure profitability in both the short and
long term.
Study the Market and Know
Yourself
As you prepare to explore your acquisition
strategies, you must first take two critical
steps. First, understand value by studying
your target marketplace and looking at lots
of properties. Become a value expert for the
type of investment you’re seeking. Secondly,
gain perspective. Understand where you are
on your path as an investor. This will help
you to determine your acquisition strategy.
Ultimately, your end goal is to use the “buy
and hold” strategy, which is where true
financial wealth is built.
Learn, follow and revisit each of the five
models for buying like a millionaire. Know
the path of money, manage your personal
budget and monitor your net worth.
Understand how investors make money
in real estate investing. Start building a
strong network and begin generating leads
among them. Finally, know that the key to
successful investing is to make your money
going in. Remember that good deals offer a
built in margin of safety that ensures you a
profit from right from the start.
As you begin to actively implement these
models, you’ll become ready for the next
stage in the path to becoming a Millionaire
Real Estate Investor.
In the next issue, we’ll discuss Keller’s final
two stages in the Millionaire Real Estate
Investor model.
David Chandler is the branch manager of the
Salem office of Countrywide Home Loans, Inc.,
the nation’s #1 residential home loan lender. The
office is located at 250 Church Street SE Suite
100, Salem, Oregon 97301. Home loan experts
are available to assist customers with a full array
of mortgage financing options at 503-316-6100.
The views expressed in this article are those
of the writer and not necessarily representative
of Countrywide Home Loans and/or any of its
subsidiaries.
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Faith & Fear: You Get to Choose
Recalling the story of the little chicken,
Henny Penny, how often do you walk around
expecting the sky to tumble down, hitting
squarely on the top of your head? Have
you allowed Murphy’s Law to be the rule in
your life? What about the daily “horrible
scopes” found in print, under your sign? If
you find yourself scanning the skyways for a
chunk of clouds falling in your direction; if
you consistently expect the worse scenario
rather than the best, or you have to turn to
a section of the newspaper, lower left-hand
column, to check what someone else has
predicted for your day, it might be time to
make adjustments in your way of thinking
and try a new twist in how you set up your
daily routine. In the April 2007 edition of
Office Solutions Magazine, 55% of 100 people
surveyed reported high levels of stress with
extreme fatigue and feeling out of control in
their daily lives. Now that’s a lot of people who
may be more fear-based than faith-based.
Our friends at www.webster.com give us
the definitions of Fear and Faith. Fear: an
unpleasant often strong emotion caused by
anticipation or awareness of danger. Faith:
something that is believed especially with
strong conviction. The two words have much in
common; perhaps mostly that each provokes
strong feelings of emotion. The choice we
have here is whether to focus more on the
anticipation of danger or the conviction and
belief that our lives consist mostly of positive
occurrences. Do you realize that most of what

Rushing Reflections: Bo Rushing-Barnes
we worry about really never happens? Yet,
we continue to use bushels of energy putting a
negative spin on things. Just for today, might
you go about your business trusting that the
sky is secure, Murphy is at rest and you don’t
need someone else to predict the outcome
of the time you will spend investing in the
positiveness, the “nowness” of your life? If
you are feeling too overwhelmed thinking
about letting go of the clinched fist or the
sealed, protective armor you suit up in each
day, try considering these few tips that might
help in choosing faith over fear.
Begin by imploring the faith and trust you
have in yourself and in the people you are
surrounded by. Faith is the stuff that moves
mountains, deadlines, stress, roadblocks,
and the proverbial things that go bump in the
night. Faith shows us, one step at a time, that
we don’t know everything, nor do we need to
know everything in order to enjoy a positive
outcome. Faith allows us to make mistakes
and then turn them around by learning new
ways to process; be less than the front-runner
and still stay in the relay, and be able to take a
few scrapes and cuts to the plan, all the while
knowing in our hearts that the healing will
soothe and calm the fears.
Next, strengthen up your process, your
structure, your core movement. Clean up

and keep up with your environment; where
you live, work and play. Remove the tripping
hazards in your world so that you can enjoy
the scenery with less fear of falling off the cliff.
Take a deep inventory of the way you think.
What no longer works for you? Consider
the book “How to Think like Leonardo Da
Vinci” by Michael J. Gelb. Use it as a tool for
changing your thought processes into creative,
artful expressions. Assess your standards.
Are you giving full measure to the things you
do? Are you expecting full measures from the
people you interact with at home, at work,
in your community? How are your revenue
models? Are you spending wisely, investing
healthy proportions and sharing parts with
others who could benefit? How well do you
understand Self? What really tickles you or
gets you ticked off? Try an on-line version of
the Myers/Briggs temperament tool. Learn
things you might have overlooked about your
personality; things that can give you a firm
footing in understanding yourself, perhaps
leading you in becoming less afraid or fearful
of what the world can conjure up. Last, pay
special attention to your magnitude and the
legacy you are building, the one thing you
will leave behind when you go on. Are you
sharing your true strengths with others? Are
you teaching the people in your life what
you know from all the experiences you’ve
acquired along the way? Are you building a

legacy that’s complete with your personal
stamp, your statement? Focusing on these
things leaves little time for unrest and fear.
If you choose to concentrate your time and
energy in the strengthening of your processes,
structuring and your core movements in this
world, there will be plentiful expressions of
faith that will propel you in forward motion
with fewer moments of interference from
fear-based skepticism.
So, I ask again…just for today, will you
go about your life trusting that the sky is
secure; Murphy is at rest and you don’t need
someone else’s written daily prediction to
guide the outcome from the time you spend
investing in the positiveness, the “nowness”
of your life.? Go, have fun….trust the faith
you have in yourself and others to clear the
path for you.
Bo Rushing-Barnes in collaboration with
Linda Harris
Bo Rushing-Barnes, CCIM, is the owner and
principal broker of Rushing Real Estate, Inc.
(503) 588-8500
Linda Harris is a freelance writer and
managing partner in the consulting firm of
Harris & Associates (503) 951-0886
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Chamber Forum Speaker
Series Luncheons Calendar
The Salem Area Chamber of Commerce
has announced its line-up of speakers
and topics for the 2007-2008 Forum
Speaker Series luncheons. The first
Forum is Monday, September 17 at the
Salem Conference Center from 11:30 a.m.
to 1:15 p.m. The cost is $17 per person for
chamber members and $20 per person
for the general public. The cost includes
a buffet lunch.
Monday, September 17, 2007
Salem Conference Center
Salem on the Move What will Salem look like in the future:
Mill Creek, Boise site, Vision 20/20
Join a panel of business people - just
like you - to learn and ask questions
about upcoming projects from those in
the know. Sponsors: US Bank, Huggins
Insurance and PGE.
Monday, October 8, 2007
Salem Conference Center
Sandy Baruah, Assistant Secretary of
Commerce for Economic Development
Direct from Washington, D.C., Mr.
Baruah will report on the nation’s
economy and the outlook for 2008.
Sponsor:
Express
Personnel
&
Professional Staffing.

Monday, November 12, 2007
Salem Conference Center
Pat Casey, OSU Baseball Coach,
NCAA Division I College World Series
Champions, 2006 & 2007
In 2005 and 2006, Casey earned both
the Pacific-10 Conference and NCAA
West Region Coach of the Year honors for
guiding the Beavers to back-to-back Pac10 championships and berths in the CWS.
Sponsor: Withnell Motor Company.
Monday, December 10, 2007
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
Brian Priester, President and Publisher,
the Statesman Journal Newspaper
Just months into his new job and
community, Brian will share his thoughts
on Salem, the newspaper business, and
what’s in the Statesman’s future. Sponsor:
Statesman Journal.
Monday, January 14, 2008
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
Gerald Grinstein, CEO, Delta Air Lines
Have you flown Salem yet? Hear straight
from Delta’s head honcho on what it takes
to run an airline that meets the needs of
today’s traveler. Sponsor: Saalfeld Griggs
PC.
Continued on page 15

Go Downtown Creates
Excitement
We plan to help Downtown merchants
create and execute exciting events that build
traffic and make shopping fun!” says Susan
Bicknell, the new GoDowntown acting
executive director, and a former retail
executive with Meier & Frank.
“Our goal is to attract more customers
Downtown through memorable marketing,
and help recruit new businesses that
complement and strengthen our current
retail mix,” she said. “ There’s no reason
Downtown Salem can’t be one of Oregon’s
greatest ‘go to’ places.”
Dave Wilson, owner of Dave Wilson
Designer Goldsmith, Inc., which is located
on Commercial NE Downtown says, “As
a downtown merchant I was very pleased
with the forming of the EID and the creation
of GO DOWNTOWN SALEM.
“Over 18 years ago when I decided to open
my business in downtown Salem, it was
in part because of the talk of a downtown
Conference Center, Riverfront development
and improvements to the downtown streets.
It has taken a lot longer than I had planned,
but things are getting done and new plans
are being made.
“Last year I was saddened when the
Downtown Association was dissolved,
because we lost a voice and an advocate
for promoting downtown Salem. But
now, we have a NEW VOICE, and I think

that voice will be heard loud and clear GO
DOWNTOWN!
“I am looking forward to hearing more
about what is planned in terms of creating
a safe and clean environment for shoppers,
the beautification of the downtown and
the promotion of events. I have the utmost
confidence in the members on the board,
that they will addressed these issues and
in promoting downtown Salem. This will
benefit not only the downtown, but all of
Salem. Because, without a vibrant and
thriving downtown core all you have is a
shell of a city. Whereas if you take pride
in your downtown and realize the value of
a thriving downtown you have a healthy
city.”
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TV Food Shows Can Be Entertaining
Hello everybody:
Here goes an article about a subject you
might not find interesting, but you will keep
on reading it because….well, it just might be
interesting, because it could be a different
point of view from yours.
Subject: Food TV shows. I do have to admit
to begin with that I don’t have a food channel
at home, so when I talk about the programs
it is from just what I have seen when I go on
trips, or from tapes a friend records for me.
Recently though, I have been watching Hells
Kitchen with Gordon Ramsey on a local
channel. Thank you channel 12! I know his
“in your face attitude” is for effect, shock, to
get the ratings up. Who is this Chef Ramsey
who makes people want to go on television,
to be yelled at, to have spoons or jackets
thrown at them …? Maybe because we are
talking about a potential life career for the
contestants, with a salary of $ 250,000.00

Lullu’s Tidbits: Lullu Truitt
and the chance to run a restaurant? I have
seen people making fools of themselves for
a whole lot less.
I love to watch Ramsey molding the
contestants; he wants to get the best out of
them under very stressful circumstances;
and to make it to the end means you have
earned the right to be addressed “yes Chef”
from your staff in the kitchen. He is a very
intense person, and you can see from the
expression on his face that it pains him to
send a contestant home, because there is
room for only one “ best. “
As you probably know, there are more food
shows than you can ever watch; and just
because you see something on television, it
doesn’t mean it is real or the best there is.
Always remember that when the chefs

promote a gadget or, for example, a
particular line of pans, they are being paid
to do so. I am not saying that those items
are bad; I am only saying that you should
compare other brand names.
The same applies to recipes: just because
you saw it on TV it doesn’t mean that the
ingredients are complimentary to each other
or that the end result will be great. One time
when traveling I was happy to see one of the
shows, and by coincidence it was an Italian
lady cooking. I couldn’t believe it when she
cooked some pasta and then topped it with a
chocolate sauce. I’m sorry, but what comes
to mind is “Please don’t do it!”
I don’t care how much you like either
ingredient, please, don’t put them together
because you are ruining both of them. Am

LET US SELL YOUR R.V. FOR YOU!
THE CONSIGNMENT EXPERTS

To m ’ s T r a ve l H o m e s
Established 1983
Tom Church
Owner

FINANCING
AVAILABLE
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TRAILERS AND MOTOR HOMES

503-362-5545

View our inventory at www.toms-rvs.com

BUY • SELL • TRADE
OPEN: MON-FRI 9-5, SAT 10-4
3707 State Street • Salem • 1 Block off Lancaster

I missing something by not watching that
show? Do I really need to watch that show?
I do remember watching Julia Child (that
ages me right there!) and that was the one
show that was worth watching. Her natural
personality would come through with every
word, and her cooking was inspirational.
She was also funny, but I really don’t think
she meant to be funny. She was a true
pioneer in the chef’s world.
They threw her type’s mold away. What a
shame!

Chamber Forum...
Continued from page 14

Monday, February 11, 2008
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
Greg Keller, City of Salem’s new Fire
Chief
Good news for Salem, the City is
building long-awaited stations and
upgrading outdated equipment. What’s
the progress? Hear directly from the Fire
Chief. Sponsor: Bank of the Cascades.
Monday, March 10, 2008
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
Cheryl Roberts, new President,
Chemeketa Community College
Chemeketa’s breaking ground soon
on a new business resource center in
downtown Salem. Hear all about it.
Sponsor: Garrett, Hemann, Robertson
P.C.
Monday, April 14, 2008
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
Salem City Council Candidates
Hear from the candidates running for
Wards 1, 3, 5 and 7 as well as the mayoral
candidates. Sponsor: Don Pancho
Authentic Mexican Foods, Inc.
Monday, May 19, 2008
Red Lion Hotel & Conference Center
2008 Money Measures: How your
vote
will impact Salem’s future
Hear from a panel of experts. Sponsor:
Saalfeld Griggs PC.
Monday, June 9, 2008
Salem Conference Center
Annual Chamber Celebration
Culminates the Chamber’s fiscal year
with a thank to supporters and volunteers
and a welcome to the incoming Board
President. Sponsors: AmeriTitle and
MaPS Credit Union.
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Filtering the Media Noise
Writing about the economy and the
financial markets can be a trying exercise
with a topic that is so dynamic. Even
understanding that the markets are a
complex machine with many moving parts,
the media inundates us with simple headlines
and simple explanations that investors tend
to react to. If you read enough articles on a
subject you also begin to understand that
there are several “experts” that disagree
with each other and some that get caught up
the frenzy of volatile markets and emotions.
One gets quoted in the news by coming up
with clever, simple answers. That previous
sentence that stated “if you read enough” is
important; you can not gather much useful
information from a two minute television
new spot or a news paper headline. Those
stories are designed to appeal to our
emotions. Controversy is usually more
entertaining than informative.
In this article we will talk a bit about the
financial markets and explore a couple of
questions that have been posed to me by
clients lately; why is the dollar so low and
those pesky sub prime mortgages. First for
clarification sake in a general sense a bull
market is one that is growing and a bear
market is contracting and both are usually
going on at the same time within different
industries and companies. And this cycle
has and will continue to repeat over the
decades. Media sources will usually focus
on which ever market generates the best

Let’s Talk: W. Ray Sagner CFP
headlines to touch the innate volatility
of human emotions. The most beneficial
action for investors to take is to focus on
their financial goals and objectives and
remain in a diversified portfolio.
While we can not say when a market is
at its peak or trough, we can say that those
who tend to extrapolate the markets peak
or trough far into the future are usually
proven wrong. The markets move in cycles.
At the end of June this year, we had seen
an unprecedented 4+ years without a 10%
correction in the major market indexes. It’s
important to point out however, that even
during this strong bull market, there were
declining markets working themselves
out in different areas of the economy. For
example, according SEI investments Ron
Albahary, through June 30, 2007, 53 stocks
within the S&P500 had declined more than
10% for the year and the average decline
of those stocks was -17.10%. Also, from an
industry perspective, 4 out of 24 industries
had experienced negative returns year-to
date through the end of this year’s second
quarter.
Ron went on to say, that those investors
with a high exposure to those areas of the
market weren’t feeling as optimistic as
the headlines would have indicated at the

midyear point. Conversely, through August
15, 2007, the S&P500 was down -0.85%
for the year and the increased downside
volatility was causing increasing anxiety
amongst investors. However, consider this.
15 out of 24 industry groups were still positive
year-to-date with an average increase of
5.04% for the year. The conclusion for an
investor is that markets and parts of the
markets move up and down and one should
stay focused and diversified to an acceptable
level of risk.
With such a complex economy it is never
just one thing that moves markets; however
there are a couple of things that have been
getting quite a bit of attention lately. One
of those things is the sub prime mortgage
market. A subprime mortgage is generally
characterized as a loan to borrowers who
have tarnished credit profiles as primarily
determined through evaluation of the
borrower’s FICO score, which is used to
assess creditworthiness. Loans to these folks
were encouraged several years by congress
when credit was tight. Tight meaning higher
lending standards and lending institutions
were asked to come up with products or
standards to help get these people into a
home. Oh and that is the same congress
that was pounding their desk a while ago

What Did They Say?
Live From the Elsinore: Stephen Martin, Executive Director
What are they talking about? When you
are making a purchase at a store or hiring a
company to assist you, and yes, even when
you attend a concert or play, and the staff
begins using “techno-speak” or industry
“lingo” to describe the product or their
services? And from that point on your eyes
gloss over and you don’t have a clue as to
what they are talking about. Well let me
see if I can de-mystify some of the “technospeak” you may hear when you purchase a
ticket or attend a concert or play.
When you purchase a ticket you may hear
some words that you haven’t heard before or
were not sure what they meant. Example:
you are told that tickets will be available at
“will call”. “Will Call” refers to a location at
the venue where you can pick up your prepaid tickets just before the performance. If
you purchase tickets over the telephone or
through the internet without enough time
for the tickets to be mailed to you, you would
be told they can be picked up at the “will call”
window. Other terminology include:
Orchestra – when referencing a seating
location, it is the seating section on the main
floor of the auditorium.
Mezzanine – generally a raised seating
area at the rear of the Orchestra, sometimes
referred to as ‘dress circle”.

Balcony – usually seats that are in the
upper parts of the theatre, generally the
lowest priced ticket location.
Now that you have your tickets in hand
and arrive at the theatre there are other
language barriers to overcome. The Ticket
Taker directs you to house left or house right
or your seating location:
House Left or House Right – when you are
looking at the stage from the auditorium it
references your “left and right”. To confuse
things “Stage left and Stage Right” refer to
the performers left and right when they are
on the stage and facing the audience.
Doors Open at hour before - this refers to
the time the doors to the lobby of a theatre
will open for you to enter, not necessarily
when you can take your seat in the theatre.
Most times they are the same time, but it is
not uncommon to have to “hold the house”
until later.
Holding the house – When the seating area
opens later than when the lobby opens. Most
traveling shows are used to being ready to
go at 30 minutes prior to the performance
(actors don’t have to report to the theatre
until 30 minutes prior to performance) and
many times a theatre will open it’s lobby
earlier than 30 minutes.
Opening Act – entertainment on the stage

prior to the main attraction that performs for
a very short time, generally 15-20 minutes.
Intermission – a 15 to 20 minute break
between acts of a play or between sets of a
band. Many times there is not an intermission
between the opening act and the main act.
Once you find your way to your seat take a
moment before the start of the performance
to understand some other terms used in the
Theatre:
Proscenium (also Proscenium Arch) – the
opening at the front of the stage which
separates the audience from the stage.
Stage Door – an entrance at the rear of the
theatre where the performers and technical
crews enter.
House at Half – dimming the house lights
halfway to signal to the audience that the
performance is ready to begin.
House Out – taking the house lights all the
way to black when the performance begins.
Hopefully with an explanation of these
simple terms you won’t wonder anymore
“What Did they say” they next time you are
at the Theatre. See you at the Theatre!

saying the lending institutions were too
lax in their lending standards. Subprime
loans currently account for approximately
12% of the outstanding securitized
mortgage market.   And growth has been
phenomenal: the market has experienced
a tenfold increase in originations over the
past 10 years.
The primary product used in the
subprime loan is the adjustable rate
mortgage. Approximately 70% of all
subprime loans originated in 2005/2006
were adjustable rate mortgages. With an
introductory low rate for an initial fixed
period, these mortgages allow the borrower
to qualify for the loan based on lower monthly
payments. The borrowers are betting that
interest rates will remain the same or
decline, and that their means of paying
will increase. In a period of rising interest
rates such as we are currently experiencing,
payments can rise considerably once the
fixed term expires. This is leading to an
increased number of defaults as consumers
are not capable of making the new, higher
payments.
So why is the subprime lending affecting
the equity and bond markets? Innovations
in finance have securitized about every
form of debt into a tradable asset and that
means many investors in the equity and
bond market also hold mortgage backed
debt. Several hedge funds and money
mangers buy this debt seeking a high return
as well as companies using the debt for
cash flow. And as you are aware, seeking
a higher return means bearing a higher
risk. As defaults increase, and the credit
rating and strong fundamentals deteriorate,
Continued on page 20
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Three Cheers for the Start of School!
School will start in one short week.
Summer may have brought working parents
a wonderful vacation with their school-less
offspring, but they also faced nearly three
months of outsmarting the guilt monster by
keeping boss, client and child happy until
the joyful sound of a school bell rings. While
we may look longingly back at the sun as the
chilling temperatures begin, there is relief
and challenge when our children return to
their place of learning.
Just a disclaimer here, throughout this
article, I am purposely avoiding entering
the “mommy wars,” in which the stay-athome/home school/working parent debate
on the best choices for children. In lieu of
this, I’ll focus on readers of the Business
Journal, who most likely are engaged
in an employment enterprise either for
themselves or an employer.

Telling Your Story: Mary Louise VanNatta, CAE
There may be a lot of anxiety for working
parents who have children entering school.
This can be the same for parents with kids
transitioning to middle or high school or
even leaving for college. I remember many
long hours waiting to hear how my boys
survived the first days of elementary school.
Did they like their teacher or who they
sat next to in class? What was for lunch?
Which class is the best? I resisted the desire
to sneak by at lunch and spy through the
long glass window.
How do working parents or parents with
other small children at home overcome the
worry and guilt they sometimes feel and
become the best they can be at work and at

Shirley Bishop • Independent Associate • 503-730-9159
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home? Here are a few tips to bring those
two worlds closer together:
* Get to know your child’s teachers
and school. Make the time to meet the
teachers face to face and ask how they like
to communicate with parents. I’ve found
that email has worked very well. Children
don’t always get notes to the teacher and
educators can’t be expected to remember
a hurried comment about your child as
you drop them off at school. Before school
starts, walk the halls with middle and high
school students. Practice using a locker.
* Try to get to school when you can. A
regular lunch date with your child or
participating in evening programs helps
engage you with the school. If your schedule
is flexible, try to spend at least part of a day
once a month as a classroom volunteer.
* Use your business experience to benefit
your student and school. If you’re a great
accountant, offer to be the treasurer for
the carnival. If you work at an interesting
location, offer your site for a field trip.
You can also ask your company to provide
product or gift certificates for a fundraiser.
Make your professional expertise available
to your child’s teacher for career day or
school assemblies.
* Show your child how your work benefits
the family. Make sure to explain what you do
each day and talk about it in positive terms.

Even very young children can understand
how work is required to earn money or to
“make the family go.” All children should
have a job that matters to the family,
whether it is cleaning their room or doing
the dishes. This creates pride in work. If
possible, take your child to your office so
they can see where you are during the day.
* Focus! When you are at work, put your
efforts toward your job and when you are
at home, try to give your family special
attention. This may require you giving up
the unnecessary extracurricular activities
or bringing in extra help. Your children
will not always be young and some of your
projects may have to wait. Take advantage
of services (like house and yard care) that
you can afford so you can give your best to
the essential: your family and your work.
So when I hear the buzzer signal the start
of school I’ll feel some relief along with
that pang of worry. At least I know where
everyone is during school hours and that
the kids will be learning. I hope they’re
making friends and developing skills that
will eventually bring them successfully into
the work world.
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Closing a Successful Transaction
Closing
a
successful
commercial
transaction comes down to several items.
1. A well written contract
2. Thorough Due Diligence – Do Your
Homework
3. Clear Communication
4. Having a solid financial strategy
5. Be Ready and Available During the
transaction period.
Prior to the Transaction (both Buyer and
Seller)
1. Sit down and identify your goals
2. Evaluate your needs
3. Determine your financial strategy
(consult with your accountant regarding
tax strategies) discuss wealth building
opportunities.
4. Evaluate your level of tolerance for risk
A Well Written Contract (both Buyer
and Seller)
1. A well written contract is one that is
clearly written and states the terms of the
transaction.
2. A well written contract provides for due
diligence/investigation period.
3. A well written contract has contingencies
for the Buyer.
4. Sellers may want the contract to provide
language for 1031 exchange, as well as a
Buyer may want a contingency based upon
a successful 1031 exchange.
5. A well written contract needs to be
reviewed by your legal counsel who is
familiar with land use and contract law.
Buyers Do Your Homework – Sellers
have Paperwork Prepared
1. The due diligence period or investigation
period is the most important timeline during
your commercial real estate transaction.

Real Estate: Elaine Gesik
There are a variety of things that need to
be completed simultaneously during the
investigation or due diligence period.
2. Review your preliminary title report –
look at the exception documents, understand
the easements and restrictions, check the
zoning, check the CCR’s , check the historic
district registry, check for liens.
3. Review all leases – read the lease,
understand the lease, verify the lease with
the current tenants to ensure if the lease
says the tenant is paying $850.00 plus
operating costs that the tenant actually does
pay what the lease says they are supposed to
be paying. Look at the lease terms.
4. Review all vendor contracts – look at
termination clauses, look for automatic
renewals, look for service information, are
they performing.
5. You also need to be completing your
financing component at this time
6. If you are going to build talk to the local
planning and building officials to ensure
that you will be able to build your specific
use.
7. Have the buildings inspected
8. Have the property surveyed
9. Complete an Environmental Phase I
10. Check out insurance matters.
11. Watch your contract time clock don’t
let time run out on you!
Put the investigation into place, ask
questions, look at documentation, cross
check your information, complete things in
a timely manner.

Taylor...Continued from page 

I am honored to have worked with the
Kroc Center Executive Committee over
the last three years. We have learned
from each other, bolstered the morale
of each other when new problems arose,
and celebrate together that by working
as a team our community is growing
to be one of the most vital cities in
Oregon.
The $56 million dollar grant for the
building and endowment fund from the

Ray and Joan Kroc Estate will make a
tremendous difference in our future for
many years to come. When we can offer
recreational opportunities to ALL in our
area, with scholarships for those that
cannot afford the entry fee, we open up
new choices for life. This center will
open in the Spring of 2009 and is
truly a “Gift of Hope” for Salem and
the surrounding region.
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Clearly Communicate
1. Be accessible; check your messages and
emails so your Broker can properly respond
to questions and comments, especially
when you are in negotiation of a contract,
and during the closing time period,
communication is essential.
2. Be timely in your response to documents
requested by escrow or your lender.
3. Be prepared with the cash necessary to
close the transaction, understand and ask
prior to entering into a contract what the
potential cash outlay will be.
4. Be realistic and know that every deal has
hurdles to get through – take a deep breath,
listen, and respond.
Have a Strong Financial Strategy
1. Have a strong financial strategy – be
prepared, know your options, understand
your obligations,
don’t delay on the
financing component it always takes longer
and lenders always have just one more thing
for you to complete.
2. Seek the advice of your accountant to
determine your best tax strategy.
3. Buyers and Sellers should consider 1031
opportunities
4. Long term success is NOT “no money
down” be properly capitalized in your
investment – pay now or pay later (no

money down will often times cost you much
more).
Legal Review
1. Consult legal counsel - have them review
the contract for potential problems.
2. Consult your legal counsel as to how to
take title.
3. Have your counsel review or prepare the
deed.
4. Be aware of environmental issues and
any potential liability
5. Understand your risk tolerance
Building your wealth takes time, effort,
work, and effective clear communication to
bring about a truly successful transaction.
Elaine Gesik has over 19 years of commercial
real estate experience working for some of
the nation’s largest real estate investors. She
has handled all phases of the transaction from
start to finish including the asset management
for large portfolios. She brings a balanced,
fair approach to commercial real estate. For
additional advice or questions regarding your
commercial real estate needs please feel free to
call 503-586-7402.
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It’s Time to Update Your Noncompetition Agreements
In the very busy 2007 legislative session,
the Oregon legislature passed sweeping
changes to the laws regulating noncompetition
agreements. The new law poses a number of
new challenges, and also some opportunities,
for Oregon employers.
Noncompetition
agreements
are
an
important way to protect the value and ongoing
profitability of your business. Although
noncompetition agreements can sometimes
have a bad reputation, when carefully drafted
and executed, these agreements are readily
enforced by the courts. I have successfully
enforced many noncompetition agreements
for my clients, and have also helped my clients
break noncompetes that were not legally valid.
The new law dramatically changes the
rules regarding noncompetition agreements.
The bad news? The new law will narrow the
types of employees and situations where a
noncompetition agreement will be enforced.
The good news? The law now makes it much
easier for an employer to require that current
employees sign an agreement not to solicit or
serve the business’ customers.
The new law goes into effect on January 1,
2007. Although the law does not invalidate the
noncompetition agreements your employees
signed when they were hired, you won’t be
able to use the same form of agreement for
employees who are hired or promoted after
January 1.
New Restrictions on Noncompetition
Agreements
Under the new law, a “noncompetition

Employment Law: Randy Sutton
agreement” imposing a geographic restraint
on your former employee’s ability to
compete, is subject to many new restrictions
and requirements. To start with, the
noncompetition agreement must be presented
to a prospective employee in a written job offer
at least two weeks before the employee starts
work. In addition, only employees who work in
“exempt” positions can sign the agreement, and
the agreement usually will not be enforceable
unless the employee earns about $62K per
year in total compensation. The employee also
must also work in a position where he or she
will be exposed to the employer’s trade secret
information. Assuming that you’ve done
everything else right, the agreement won’t be
enforceable for more than two years after the
employee terminates employment.
New Flexibility with Non-Piracy
Agreements
Although the law makes it more difficult
to enforce a geographic noncompete, it
adds some greatly needed flexibility in
protecting your customer base from potential
solicitation by former employees. Up until
now, a “non-piracy agreement,” which
prohibits a former employee from soliciting
or transacting business with your customers,
was not enforceable unless it was signed at
the commencement of employment or at the
time of a significant promotion. The new law

has an exemption that allows employers to
impose a non-piracy agreement on current
employees. Although the rules are not entirely
clear yet, a non-piracy agreement should
be enforceable if imposed as a condition
of continued employment, or if signed in
exchange for a bonus or a change in employee
benefits. This exception now allows you to
enforce a commitment from your current
employees that they will not use the customer
relationships that they have developed (at
your expense) to compete with you.
Courts strictly construe these agreements,
so any technical errors will usually result
in the agreement being thrown out. Any
business that has existing noncompetition
agreements needs to have those agreements
revised for compliance with the new law. I am
strongly recommending that my clients take
advantage of the new exception for non-piracy
agreements. This is an important protection
that can help preserve the goodwill of your
business. In the event you are looking to
sell your business in the future, having solid
noncompetes already in place is one of the

many things you can do to enhance value.
Prior to January 1, there are two
important things that every business owner
should do: First, for your higher level
exempt employees, update your existing
noncompete agreements to comply with the
new law and make sure that any employee
hired after January 1 has signed the updated
agreement. Second, prepare a non-piracy
agreement for any of your current or new
employees who are regularly are exposed to
your customers and could pose a threat to
your customer base if not restricted.
Randy Sutton is the shareholder with the
SAALFELD GRIGGS PC law firm in Salem
Oregon. 250 Church Street SE, Salem Oregon
97301. This article should not be considered
legal advice. Randy focuses his practice on
representing management in employment
and business litigation and can be reached for
professional consultation at: 503-399-1070 or
rsutton@sglaw.com. www.sglaw.com.
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“Go Figure!”

New Exhibit

Gigantic storybooks are coming!
Kids can dive into stories and
help their favorite characters
solve problems.

September 9

Celebrate Grandparents

September 14

Homeschool Day

September 29

Free Dallas Day

OREGON SYMPHONY ASSOCIATION IN SALEM

2007-2008
SYMPHONY SEASON

EXPECT SOMETHING GREAT!

IN SALEM

Grandparents get in free with
one paid child admission.

CLASSICAL SERIES

Network with other families.
Parents of homeschoolers
welcome free of charge. $8
members/$12 non-members.

Dallas residents admitted free!

P.O. BOX 324
SALEM, OR 97308-0324

Tuesday, October 16, 2007 Spanish Splendor,
Carlos Kalmar, conductor.
Tuesday, November 20, 2007 Haydn and Beethoven,
Hanna Lintu, conductor, Ralph Kirshbaum, cello
Tuesday, December 4, 2007 Vivaldi's Four Seasons,
Carlos Kalmar, conductor, Elina Vähälä, violin
Tuesday, February 5, 2008 Beethoven Piano Concerto No. 2,
Gregory Vajda, conductor, Kirill Gerstein, piano
Tuesday, February 19, 2008 Liszt Piano Concerto No. 2,
Carlos Kalmar, conductor, Arnaldo Cohen, piano
Tuesday, April 15, 2008 Mozart Clarinet Concerto,
Carlos Kalmar, conductor, Sharon Kam, clarinet

POP SERIES

116 Marion St NE * Salem, OR 97301 * 503-371-3631

Thank you to the Salem
Business Journal for
Supporting the Arts!

Tuesday, October 23, 2007 Norman's Big Band Birthday,
Norman Leyden, conductor, Reneé Cleland, vocalist, Aubrey Cleland, vocalist,
Rod Lucich, vocalist (Please note the Oregon Symphony does not perform.)
Tuesday, January 29, 2008 Legends of Swing,
Michael Burkowitz, conductor, Michael Civisca, vocalist, Rachel Price, vocalist
Tuesday, April 22, 2008 A Sentimental Journey with Norman Leyden,
Norman Leyden, conductor, Reneé Cleland, vocalist, Susannah Mars, vocalist

SUBSCRIBE NOW to any variety of packages and save money
on these Fabulous Oregon Symphony Concerts!
For more information or brochure contact the symphony at 503-364-0149.

Concerts held at Smith Auditorium, Willamette University. Shows begin at 8:00 p.m.

Lisa Franceschi 503-589-9150 lisa@withnellauto.com
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Dean Otto: A True Survivor
Have you ever watched the TV show
Survivor? Well here’s a real survivor …in
more ways than one.
Dean Otto. He’s the current Salem
Chamber of Commerce Greeters Chair and
is in his third or 4th successful career, this
time as a senior loan officer for Evergreen
Home Loans, (3400 State Street, G-780, PH
503-588-2667). He’s the picture of success
with his banker-like white hair, engaging
smile, large stature and constant air of
confidence. I think he looks like the late
actor, Cesar Romero but that’s just me.
A twenty year member of Toastmasters
International, Dean’s currently an ATM
(Advanced Toastmaster. No, he doesn’t
dispense cash). In fact, he’s chartered three
new Toastmaster Clubs in the Salem area.
He’s been a Chamber of Commerce

Sagner...Continued from page 16

there is a scramble to rid portfolios of these
securities. There is currently an estimated
$600 billion in outstanding subprime
securitized pools (as of 3/31/07). The
markets are reacting by tightening credit,
which could lead to slowing economic
growth, which could adversely affect the
market. Stock not directly affected by
mortgage backed securities may lose value
as investors sell to raise capital to cover
losses in their debt portfolio. Many bankers
think that lending has been too loose and
welcome the purge. Excess often leads to a
house cleaning, as it did in the tech boom in
the 60s and the dot.com boom in the 90s.
At this time the outcome is unknown. We
cannot predict the final effect it will have on
lenders, corporations or on the market.
The other thing getting folks attention
even prior to subprime loans is the value
of the US dollar.
As anyone who has traveled to Europe in
the last few months it takes considerable
more cash than it did a few years ago for
the same amount of fun. A dollar now
buys less British currency than it has for
a generation. In July the dollar was at its
weakest level against the British pound
since 1981. And the dollar has slipped
to €1.38, its lowest rate since the euros’
launch in 1999.
Part of the slide is cyclical, reflecting our
weak economy. Gross domestic product,
growth this year is expected to be lower
in here than in the Euro area, Britain,
Australia and Canada, according to The
Economist’s monthly poll of forecasters.
High oil prices are partly to blame as Paul
Robinson at Barclays noted that the dollar
is the worst performing major currency
during periods of rising oil prices. The
Economist writes that “this might be
because America uses more oil for each
unit of output than other rich countries,
so the higher cost of fuel hits growth—and
thus the dollar—harder. Steep oil prices,
a weak economy and an uncertain credit
market have all weakened the dollar, but
they aren’t the full explanation.
For some time there are those that

At Large: Bill Isabell
Ambassador since 1996 and won the
Ambassador of the Quarter Award a few years
back. He’s presented Chamber workshops
and served in a number of other leadership
positions for that organization over the past
10 years. Again, in short, he’s the picture of
success. But it hasn’t always been that way
and it certainly hasn’t been easy.
You think you’ve had it hard? You think
you’ve had to overcome a lot? Maybe you
have but I doubt you’ve ever had to overcome
anything more difficult than Dean Otto’s
tough beginnings in the corn belt of rural
Iowa. Here’s his story.
Dean was born March 31, 1941, in Ft. Dodge,

have lamented the fact that Asia’s central
banks will diversify out of their large
holdings of American debt. But that
does not explain the whole story either
because the biggest dollar diversifiers
have been pension, insurance and mutual
funds in the states. These funds control
assets worth $20.7 trillion, compared
to the almost $1.2 trillion that China
holds in reserve. Another piece of the
pie is that American pension, insurance
and mutual fund managers have raised
the amount of international holdings
therefore reducing the amount of dollars
they are holding. International assets
have preformed well over the last few
years and if you are selling dollars to buy
them it is a simple supply and demand
issue. If several managers want to sell US
assets the price will go down. As with any
market no all is gloomy. The Economist
wrote that perhaps the dollar might rally
once America’s economy is back on its
feet. According to the purchasing-power
parities calculated by the OECD, the
dollar is undervalued by 15% against the
Euro, 18% against the Australian dollar
and 21% against the pound. And as we
know assets that are undervalued don’t
stay that way of too long.
The media has a tendency to exacerbate
negative market events while overpromoting and extrapolating the euphoria
of positive market trends. During times
like these, it is important for investors
to tune out the noise and focus on what’s
important – their goals and objectives.
Portfolio decisions should be reviewed on
a regular basis or based on client-driven
life events not based on sudden market
moves. We should concern ourselves with
the things we can control and be comforted
in the fact that we have delegated the
things in our lives that we can’t control to
professionals. Don’t worry be happy.
Ray Sagner is a Certified Financial PlannerTM
with The Legacy Group, Ltd, a fee only Registered
Investment Advisory Firm, in Salem. Ray can
be contacted at 503-581-6020, or by email at
Ray@TheLegacyGroup.com You may view the
Company’s web site at www.TheLegacyGroup.
com

Iowa. His mom was a homemaker and his
dad a truck driver. His dad disappeared
from the family when Dean was only four.
The family lived in a welfare house in
Eldora, Iowa, after his dad left. Dean started
working in the fields when he was only five.
Dean learned a lot of his early mechanical
lettered in the three sports as a freshman!
and construction skills there from a
It was during his high school junior year that
handyman he’d follow around.
Dean got this notion that he might want to be
Various locations around Eldora served as
a priest. Some elderly ladies in his parish even
home until Dean was about seven. Due to the
offered to pay for his college if that was his
fluctuation level of money and food for the large
goal. His priest at the time, Father Feely, was
family (Dean, four older sisters and 2 younger
excited about this possibility and eventually
brothers), Dean
got Dean into a
would move back
Trappest monastery
and forth between
believe it or not (Does
his family and
the phrase: “Snatch
foster homes.
these pebbles from my
Those
years
hand, grasshopper”
found his family
mean anything to
living frequently
you? TV series from
in parks and
the 1970s for you
eating food stolen
young folks). This was
from
gardens,
the kind of monastery
and
pigeons
where there was no
caught in barns.
speaking whatsoever
He remembers,
and young Dean was
with anguish, his
the only non-monk
mom’s extreme
there. After living
suffering
over
under those Spartan
their plight. But
conditions for a few
even
during
weeks, Dean decided
Dean Otto
those times, Dean
that that life wasn’t for
would somehow attend school off and on.
him. He joined the Air Force (AF) in 1959.
During one particularly tough time, the
After boot camp in Texas, Dean started his
family, who’d not eaten for two days and
AF career at Ent Air Force Base in Colorado
were living in their car, got stranded in their
Springs working in military finance. It was
old La Salle in a blizzard around Christmas
during that assignment that he applied and
Day. Dean was about eight at the time.
got the opportunity to try out for the Air
They trudged through the snow and wind
Force’s elite Honor Guard. From 30,000
until they came to an old abandoned farm
applicants the AF chose 30 airmen and Dean
house. They took refuge there. It was so
Otto was one of them. He performed the
cold in the house that Dean can recall eating
duties of the Honor Guard all over the US
icicles from the inside of the windows.
and even got to meet JFK at one particular
It wasn’t long before the owner of the
performance in Washington, D.C.
farm house, Carl Brandt (he can remember
Dean ended up here in Oregon with his Air
his name to this day), came by and caught
Force assignment to Camp Adair in Corvallis.
them there. He was shocked to find a big
That’s where he met his future wife, Jane, on
family like that in such dire straights living
a blind date. They were married in 1961 and
in his empty farm house. But he was also
have five grown children; three daughters
overwhelmed with a level of compassion
and one son (they lost another son from a
that Dean had rarely seen, before or since.
heart defect when he was 2 ½.). All of the
He brought them food, presents and even
children are successful in various careers
a Christmas tree. And the biggest act of
and all live in Oregon.
generosity, he let them stay there in that
Dean got out of the AF in 1963. He worked
farm house for an entire year rent-free.
odd jobs in area mills and grocery stores.
The family split up following that year in
From observing work at construction
Brandt’s farmhouse. Dean went to work
sites during the day and after hours, Dean
at a farm in Waterloo, Iowa. When he was
developed an interest in building. He learned
about 10 years old he began to shuffle back
so well that he started his own building
and forth from various uncles and other
contractor business in Corvallis in 1982.
relatives where he’d live, work and attend
In 1990, Dean got tired of the building
whatever school he was near at the time.
trade and decided to come to Salem and get
When he was about 12, he ended up back
into the insurance field. He admits that he
in Eldora. His mom had found a house she
flunked the insurance exam the first three
could afford to rent. He graduated from
times ($150 each time he was tested) but
Eldora high school in 1958. Dean was quite
finally passed on the fourth try. He went to
the athlete in high school having earned 12
letters in baseball, basketball and track. He
Continued on page 21
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Willamette
Valley Grill
Salem’s Finest Steakhouse
featuring Executive Chef Mathew Slack
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House Smoked Baby Back Ribs
Pan Fried Trout
Fennel Pollen Lamb Chops
Bananas Foster - Tableside
Mixed Grill
14 oz. Pork Porterhouse

All-You-Can-Eat Prime Rib

$19

95

Monday-Tuesday starting at 5pm

33301 Market Street NE
at The Red Lion Hotel

(503) 370-7997
WillametteValleyGrill.net
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work for Salem Insurance on South Liberty
Road. He was determined to succeed and
disciplined himself to make 15 cold calls
a day every day for the first two years. He
spent most of that career specializing in
commercial insurance. Most of his clients
were churches (Hey, almost a priest).
On April 1, 2003, Dean Otto retired.
After leading the life of Riley for a year and
a half, Dean was recruited into the mortgage
business by Vinnie Ventura. Three years
later, that’s where he still is, working parttime at Evergreen Home Loans (formerly
Home 123).
About 35 years ago, Dean Otto took up
a hobby. It was Shotokan Karate (there’s
that Kung Fu connection, again). He’d seen
a sign post advertising karate while on his
way to pay the light bill. At the end of the
day, he’d spent the light bill money to pay
for karate lessons. Three years later, he was
a black belt playing in tournaments all over
the country. He got so good that officials at
some of the competitions wouldn’t let him
participate because they knew he would
scare off some of the competitors and they
would lose entry fees. He never lost a match
until 1972. (Check out the size of this man’s
hands! It’s like he’s carrying two illegal
weapons on the end of his arms.)
It was in his 9th match just before the
finals at the US National Tournament. His
opponent came down on his leg, injuring his
knee. He was unable to continue. He retired

from competition right then and there. But
he stayed in the sport having owned and run
three karate schools over the following years
(Salem, Albany and Lebenon). He retired
completely from the sport in 1998.
Dean’s other hobbies include furniture
building, golf, and especially traveling. Boy
do his eyes light up when he talks about
traveling. He owns a 35 foot double slide
2005 Challenge. He and still wife of 46
years, Jane, also enjoy their 14 grandkids.
His health is now very, very good following
a heart-attack this last April. That led to a
triple bypass but also led to quitting smoking
after 48 years. He’d had his first big scare
after retiring in 2003 when he went to the
VA Hospital in Portland for a checkup. They
found an aneurysm the size of a coffee cup.
They immediately took care of it. He admits
he wouldn’t be alive today if that routine
visit hadn’t happened.
Dean Otto is a man’s man for sure. But one
who’s been married to the same woman for
46 years so he’s obviously in touch with his
feminine side. He’s a man who overcame
some major adversity very early in life and
still succeeded in more than one career.
This is a guy you’d want on your side in a
conflict, physical or otherwise. The next time
you watch Survivor on TV you might want to
chuckle. That’s child’s play for Dean Otto, a
real life survivor.
Bill Isabell is chief meteorologist for KBZY
Radio, 1490am and owns an Allstate Insurance
Agency at 735 Browning Ave SE, Suite 120, in
Salem, Oregon.
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For Better or For Worse – Measure 49
Landowners are sure to perk up when
they hear the words “Measure 37.” In very
broad terms, this controversial Measure
allows some landowners to be compensated
for the loss of their land’s value when land
use regulations prevent the landowner from
improving or changing their property. But
before adjourning this past summer, the
Oregon legislature introduced and passed a
revision of the infamous Measure 37. This
revision, called House Bill 3540, will be on
the ballot for voters this fall as Measure 49.
Before even showing up on the ballot,
Measure 49 has generated considerable
press. This new Measure claims to improve
Measure 37 in that it attempts to protect
forest and farm land and prevent builders
from putting up large subdivisions in
rural areas. On the other side of the coin;
however, critics note that Measure 49
prevents landowners from developing their
own land as they see fit, or in making the best
economic decisions about their property.
So what would Measure 49 mean for a
landowner who wants to build homes on

Ask the Attorney: Alec J. Laidlaw, Esq.
his 50-acre parcel? The answer depends on
whether the land is within an urban growth
boundary and whether it is high-value forest
or farm land.
Landowners with property in urban growth
boundaries would be limited to a maximum
of three houses on their property. For highvalue forest or farmland, owners would
be able to build as many as ten houses.
Regardless of property type, Measure 49
claims filed, or the number of properties
they own, homeowners would be limited to
a total of twenty houses on their properties.
These limits have an important caveat; the
total number of allowed homes includes
houses or structures that are already built.
So, what about the owner with the 50-acre
parcel? If he is in an urban growth boundary
and already has two houses on his property,
Measure 49 would allow him to build only
one more house.

What if the owner of this 50-acre parcel
filed a Measure 37 claim in October 2006
and is still awaiting the outcome of his
claim? Under Measure 49, he would be
required to file a new claim. The landowner
must file a Measure 49 claim if his Measure
37 claim was denied or granted in January
2007, or even if it is still pending. And if his
property is deemed to be within an “urban
growth boundary”, the landowner can have
his Measure 37 waiver re-examined under
Measure 49.
While there are many more details of
Measure 49, this article sets out some of
the pros and cons buried within it. Oregon
residents certainly want to carefully control
our state’s growth and nurture the nature
around us. On the other hand, landowning
residents want the freedom to make the
best decisions they can with their own
property. Measure 49 addresses some

of these concerns, and raises many new
questions that don’t yet have answers.
One thing is certain—Measure 49 is sure
to provide as much controversy and mixed
press as Measure 37, and will certainly be
at the forefront of voters’ minds in the next
election.
Alec J. Laidlaw, Esq. is a shareholder of
Laidlaw & Laidlaw, PC in Lake Oswego, Oregon.
His practice areas include real estate and
land use issues. Alec can be reached at alec@
laidlawandlaidlaw.com. For more information,
visit www.laidlawandlaidlaw.com.
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: The information
contained in this article is informational
purposes only and is not legal advice. For legal
advice please contact a qualified attorney.

Salem Riverfest Brings Good
News and Family Fun
New Website Provides
Musical Previews

A new citywide festival is coming to Salem,
September 22-23, at the Riverfront Park.
The Salem RiverFest brings nationally
known musical artists, a timeless message
of hope for all, as well as skateboard,
BMX, and motocross demonstrations,
and activities for every family member.
The group has launched its new website,
featuring music from the featured artists
at www.SalemRiverFest.com. The site will
have the latest information on the bands
and live sports show, and provide citizens a
place to sign up to volunteer.
This free community festival unites
hundreds of businesses, organizations,
churches, and individuals throughout the
mid-valley to bring a historic, life-changing

event to Salem Riverfront Park. “I believe
that the Salem RiverFest is bound to be an
uplifting experience. With over 100 churches
bonding together to make RiverFest a
reality, it just goes to show how great things
happen when great people work together”
said RiverFest director, Brett Butcher.
Upon seeing the overwhelming community
involvement and myriad of festival features,
the people in the community expressed an
interest in helping as volunteers, counselors,
prayer partners, and sponsors.
RiverFest features everything from
nationally-know BMX and motocross
athletes to a Narnia kids’ block party;
featuring live performances of “The
Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion the Witch
and the Wardrobe.” There will be something
for everyone and every age at the Salem
Riverfest. Whether it’s livin it up at the
extreme sports demonstrations; hearing the
good news; or just stopping by to tantalize
your taste buds at the local food court.
SCHEDULE:
Saturday: Nationally known artists
Salvador, Jump 5, Grits, and Disciple will
bring great, family-friendly music to the
park.
Sunday: Nationally known artists Jars of
Clay, Avalon, Big Daddy Weave, and Paul
Wright
Both days: Non-stop entertainment, good
news, and an endless supply of food.
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Salem Chamber of Commerce
September 2007 Calendar

$99 Introductory
Flight Lesson at
Graham Aviation

Let Yourself Fly...

503-581-4139

Information as of press time. Check the Chamber’s website for any changes.

Week of September 3 - 7
MONDAY 3
Labor Day, office closed

Build Your Business Seminar
“5 Ways to Build Your Business Through
the Web”
presented by Kyle Sexton
Continental Breakfast, 7:30am
Program, 8-10am
Cost: $10; Registration:
www.salemchamber.org

TUESDAY 4
Chamber Business Women Networking
Alessandro’s Restaurant
120 Commercial St. NE, 11:45am
WEDNESDAY 5
Chamber Business Women Networking
Blue Pepper Gallery, Framing
& Internet Café
241 Commercial St. NE, 6:45am

WEDNESDAY 12
Evening d’ Elegance Team Meeting
US Bank, 302 State Street
Ladd & Bush Branch, 11:30am
THURSDAY 13
Governmental Affairs Forum
Topic: Measures 49 and 50
Rooms A & B, 7am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

Ambassador Quarterly Meeting
Rooms A & B, 3:30pm
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem
THURSDAY 6
Governmental Affairs
Topic: Legislative Recap and
Preview of November Issues
Rooms A & B, 7am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

Past Presidents Lunch
Room B, 11:30am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem
Ribbon Cutting
American Payroll Corporation
146 Chemewa Road N, Keizer, 4:30pm

Leadership Salem Orientation
Rooms A & B, 4pm
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

Leadership Youth Team Meeting
Rooms A & B, 5pm
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

FRIDAY 7
Greeters Networking
Salem Riverfest
at First Baptist Church of Salem
399 Marion St. NE, 8:30am

Leadership Youth Orientation
Rooms A & B, 7pm
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

Week of September 10 - 14
TUESDAY 11
Executive Team Meeting
Room C, 7am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

FRIDAY 14
Greeters Networking
FASTSIGNS
at Northern Lights Theatre Pub
3893 Commercial St. SE, 8:30am

Week of September 17 - 21
MONDAY 17
Forum Series Kick-Off
“Salem on the Move”- What Will Salem
Look Like in the Future?
Salem Conference Center
200 Commercial St. SE, 11:45am
Chamber Business Women Networking
Room A, 11:45am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem
TUESDAY 18
Leadership Salem
Rooms A & B, 7am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

FRIDAY 21
Greeters Networking
La Pantera Media Group &
Chemeketa Winema Center
at 4001 Winema Pl. NE, 8:30am
Week of September 24 - 28
MONDAY 24
18th annual Chamber Golf Tournament
at Creekside Golf Club
Morning Shotgun: 8am
Afternoon Shotgun: 1:15pm
Awards Banquet: 7pm
Banquet RSVP: 503 581-1466 x301 or
www.salemchamber.org

Chamber Business Women Networking
Alessandro’s Restaurant
120 Commercial St. NE, 11:45am

WEDNESDAY 26
Leadership Youth
Rooms A & B, 7:45am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

WEDNESDAY 19
Board of Directors Meeting
Rooms A & C, 6:45am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

THURSDAY 27
Ag Team Meeting
Room B, 7:30am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

Chamber Business Women Networking
Blue Pepper Gallery, Framing
& Internet Café
241 Commercial St. NE, 6:45am

2-year Anniversary Celebration
Salem Area Young Professionals
at Historic Deepwood Estate
1116 Mission St. SE
Hors d ’ouvres and wine, cost: TBA
Register online www.salemyoungpros.com

THURSDAY 20
Ready to Learn - Ready to Work
Employer Kick-Off Luncheon
Northern Lights Theatre Pub, 11am
3893 Commercial St. SE
Contact: coric@salemchamber.org
Lunch sponsored by
Roth’s Fresh Market

FRIDAY 28
Greeters Networking
Salem Center Food Court
401 Center St. NE, 8:30am
Greeters Advisory Team Meeting
Room B, 11:30am
1110 Commercial St. NE, Salem

www.aboveandbeyondsalonspa.com

503.391.9191

1420 17th St. NE, Salem

Complimentary

Spa Manicure with
purchase of Spa Pedicure
Save up to $40

503.391.9191

expires
6/30/07
expires
9/30/07

Complimentary

Essential Haircut with purchase of
any Organic Coloring Service
Save up to $40

503.391.9191

expires
6/30/07
expires
9/30/07

Complimentary

Essential Facial with purchase
of any Spa Body Treatment
Save up to $60

503.391.9191

expires 6/30/07
expires
9/30/07
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AMAZING VIEW!
3 br, 2.5 ba, 1793sf, mstr br w/personal
deck w/view. House wired with sound
system, UGS, gas fp, skylights, & 3 car
garage. $274,900 (578804)

BEAUTIFUL CUSTOM HOME!
4 br, 3 ba, 2194sf, w/bay windows,
vaulted ceilings, fp in family room. Huge
bonus room, secluded backyard with 3
decks! $289,900 (578992)

If you are looking for a dedicated
professional to assist you in buying or
selling real estate, then you have come to
the right place. Specializing in Customer
Service, I know what it takes to get the job
done. I pride myself in building meaningful
relationships with my clients, listening to
your needs and wants and working diligently
to help you move into the next phase of
your life with a minimal amount of stress. I
welcome the opportunity to work with you
and look forward to hearing from you soon.
BEAUTIFUL MACLEAY AREA!
Single level, 3 br, 3 ba, 2706sf home on 3
acres in desirable location! Lg barn w/ 6
stalls. Exec type home w/den. 2 mstr br,
lots of wood ﬂrs, granite kit countertops
w/island. $650,000 (582610)

ENCHANTING!
3 br, 2.5 ba, 2323sf home nestled in the
trees! Beautiful hardwood ﬂrs, 2 fps,
warm, inviting family room, vaulted
ceilings, updated kit. Den or poss 4th br,
private backyard. $299,000 (583132)

A note to all Sprague High School Parents,
Grandparents & Alumni: Mention this ad when
buying or selling through me and I will donate a
portion of the sale to Sprague Boosters Club.
Go Oly’s!

Residential or commercial real estate, I am
here to help!! I have assisted people with
their real estate needs for over 6 years. I use
my knowledge of today’s market to build
relationships with those that I work with.
I strive to give individuals the outstanding
service that they so deserve. You can
count on me for all of your residential and
commercial real estate needs!
Duane Zitek
Cell: 503-551-7474
Ofﬁce: 503-585-0100
duanez@johnlscott.com

Paula Fordham, PC
Ofﬁce 503-585-0100 x 315
Cell 503-269-6075 | Fax 503-585-8832
www.johnlscott.com/paulaf

LOOKING FOR A CAREER CHANGE? Have you considered a career in real estate? Pre-license training now available.
We provide the tools and support to get your business started.
Call Bruce Peeples at John L. Scott Salem at 503-585-0100.

